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To Our Readers:

Keep your eye out for the Tripod’s
humor section: Bits&Pieces. You’ll
fiind Bits& Pieces in next week’s issue!
If you’d like to submit work for
publication, either in Bits&Pieces or
the regular paper, send your submission to tripod@trincoll.edu.

MELINA KORFONTA ’25
NEWS EDITOR

Vice President for Student Success and Enrollment Management Joe
DiChristina and Vice President of Finance and Chief
)LQDQFLDO2IÀFHU'DQ+LWchell announced the College’s plans to relax the
mask mandate, gathering
restrictions, and COVID
testing program, according
to a Mar. 11 email to the
campus community. These
changes come as steadily
low COVID-19 positivity
rates have been reported in recent weeks along
with new guidance from
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
“Although we are relaxing restrictions, we are
moving forward cautiously
and the COVID-19 Steering Committee will continue to meet twice a week to
evaluate the climate of COVID-19 within our college
community,” said DiChristina and Hitchell in their

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Masking is now optional in a number of different campus environments, including the Library.

email to the community.
Masking will be optional starting Mar. 14

in many places on campus including the library,
Ferris Athletic Center,

dining halls, recreational
areas, and living spaces.
see COVID on page 4

COVID Numbers Continue to Decline
Following Semester-High 156 Student Cases
FAITH MONAHAN ’24
NEWS EDITOR
There are four active
cases of COVID-19 among
students as of Mar. 11, according to Trinity’s COVID
Dashboard. As of Feb. 18,
positive cases had peaked
at 156 students and a two
employees, but the recent
GDWDUHÁHFWDVWDUNGHFOLQH
on Trinity’s campus.
In terms of testing data,
the week of Feb. 14 saw the
highest number of positive
tests with a total of 104,
and a positive test rate of
approximately 4.95%. The
number of positive tests
fell to 62 the following
week, then dropping sigQLÀFDQWO\ WR MXVW ÀYH DQG
three positive tests for the
weeks of Feb. 28 and Mar.
7, respectively. In addition,
the positive test rate for the
weeks of Feb. 28 and Mar.
 GURSSHG WR MXVW 
and 0.28%, respectively.

The PCR positive test rate peaked at 4.95% for the week of Feb. 14. The positive rate dropped
WRIRUWKHIROORZLQJZHHNGURSSLQJIXUWKHUWRIRUWKHZHHNRI)HEÀQDOO\
GURSSLQJWRMXVWIRUWKHZHHNRI0DU
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Corrections

Tripod Editorial
Academic Self-Censorship:
How Does Trinity Fare?
Recently, Emma Camp,
a senior at the University
of Virginia published an
interesting opinion in the
New York Times entitled “I
Came to College Eager to
Debate. I Found Self-Censorship Instead.” She described how, in arriving at
college, she sought “an environment that champions
intellectual diversity and
rigorous disagreement” but
instead found “strict ideological conformity” where
“[s]tudents of all political
persuasions hold back…
from saying what we really think.” She provided
many illustrative anecdotes from across the political spectrum, also citing
survey data which found
that “Forty-eight percent
of undergraduate students
described themselves as
‘somewhat
uncomfortable’ or ‘very uncomfortable’ with expressing their
views on a controversial
topic in the classroom.”
Ultimately, Camp acknowledges that while
“universities cannot change
our social interactions,” we
must foster “a campus culture that prioritizes ideological diversity and strong
policies that protect expression in the classroom.”
She also endorses some
institutional policies that,
while
well-intentioned,
would likely have little effect on self-censorship including no disinvitation of
controversial speakers and
removing college speech
codes and bias response
teams. This opinion raises
many important and fundamental questions about
higher education that can
be applied to Trinity. Does
Trinity—and do Trinity
students for that matter—
foster an environment of
intellectual diversity and
free expression of ideas?
This is by no means
an easy question to answer. The Student Integrity Contract states that
“excellence in liberal arts
education relies on critical

thinking, freeing the mind
from parochialism and
prejudice, and encouraging
students to lead examined
lives. Free inquiry and
free expression are essential for the attainment of
these goals.” While this is
a clear endorsement of free
inquiry and expression,
the Administration has
generally failed in recent
years to offer a strong endorsement of these principles. One potential means
of doing so would be to
adopt the “Chicago Statement,” a free speech policy
statement produced by the
Committee on Freedom of
Expression at the University of Chicago in 2015. It
is unclear, though, whether the faculty or student
body would wholeheartedly
endorse these principles.
That students feel free
to openly express their
opinions is essential for
effective learning and for
the development of critical
thinking, particularly at a
small liberal arts college
like Trinity. So I ask you,
students of Trinity, do you
feel you can freely express
your ideas and views in
class? Or do you feel you
have to censor yourself
out of fear, whether that
be from the professor or
other students? We would
implore the College to conduct a formal survey to attempt to answer these and
related questions. One good
option would be the Campus Expression Survey developed and validated by
Heterodox Academy, an organization whose mission
is “to improve the quality
of research and education
in universities by increasing open inquiry, viewpoint diversity, and constructive
disagreement.”
Some may raise the
objection, “what is so bad
about students censoring
themselves?” After all, we
censor ourselves all the
time; we act, speak, and
behave differently depending on the social group we

are interacting with. While
it is certainly true that we
censor ourselves all the
time, the classroom environment is distinct in that
it requires the unhindered
IUHH ÁRZ RI LGHDV IURP DOO
viewpoints, to ensure that
individuals can actually develop intellectually,
rather than be stuck in an
echo chamber free from
contrary or controversial
ideas and opinions. It is
when the normal and appropriate self-censorship
bleeds into the classroom
setting that an issue arises.
It is also important to
consider what factors motivate self-censorship in
the classroom, and how
each can be addressed to
promote free, open inquiry.
One potential driving factor is the way in which professors conduct discussions
and how they treat dissenting opinions. It is likely
that, generally speaking,
Trinity professors handle
discussions fairly, giving
respect to and addressing
multiple viewpoints surrounding a given issue –
though this could vary sigQLÀFDQWO\ DFURVV DFDGHPLF
departments. The other
key potential driving factor
behind academic self-censorship is social pressure.
Students could very well
refrain from sharing their
views due to fear of social
consequences from other
students in the classroom.
This is understandable;
No one wants to be the odd
one out. Assuming there
is a degree of self-censorship at Trinity, we urge all
students to consider the
importance of viewpoint
diversity. Share your opinion in spite of potential
fears, engage in constructive, back-and-forth debate
on controversial issues. If
we cannot freely discuss
and debate ideas of great
importance then class discussions will simply be a
one-sided waste of time.

-DJN

Interested in Writing for
The Tripod? Let Us Know
at tripod@trincoll.edu

NEWS

Faculty Discuss ESG Standards, SGA Discuss Spring
Revisions to Academic Probation
Weekend, New
Wristband Policy
JACK P. CARROLL ’24
MANAGING EDITOR

The faculty met virtually on Tuesday, Mar. 8 to discuss Environmental, Social,
and Governance (ESG) and
vote on the Academic Affairs Committee’s revisions
to academic probation.
President of the College
Joanne
Berger-Sweeney
opened the meeting with
a discussion of ESG and
its potential adoption at
Trinity in preparation for
the College’s Bicentennial
next year. She described
ESG as “a set of standards
for a company’s operation
that our socially-conscious
investors like to use to
consider potential investments.”
Berger-Sweeney
explained that the Environmental criteria relates
to how a company performs
as a steward of nature. The
Social component evaluates how a company manages relationships with employees, customers, and the
communities in which it
operates. Governance deals
with a company’s leadership and other areas including executive pay, audits, and internal control.
“In conversations with a
number of people, I wonder
if as part of Trinity’s bicentennial efforts culminating
in the year 2023 we, as a
Trinity College community,
should make commitments
to a generation of future
Bantams related to ESG,”
said Berger-Sweeney. She
further described ESG as
“an articulation of what we
believe in and who we are
as a community.” She indicated that the adoption
of ESG would be an inclusive and iterative process.
Berger-Sweeney revealed
that different committees
of the Board of Trustees are
having conversations about
ESG. The criteria will be
discussed with a broader
constituent group during
the Trustees’ April meeting.
Responding to Berger-Sweeney’s
presentation, one faculty member
expressed concerns about
adopting ESG. He explained that many companies risk “greenwashing” in
which companies promote
environmentally-friendly
policies but do not actually implement them. “When
you say ESG there are all
kinds of companies that
use that term. How do you
use it? What metrics do

you go by in order to ensure that we do right by
our commitment? I want
to make sure that this happens in a way that we can
fully embrace,” said the
faculty member to Berger-Sweeney. The professor also questioned which
faculty committees would
be involved in the development of these standards.
Berger-Sweeney
did
not explain how the College would use ESG and
responded to the faculty
member by stating that “It’s
QRW DERXW WU\LQJ WR GHÀQH
KRZ VRPHERG\ HOVH GHÀQHV
our environmental commitment. It’s trying to articulate for ourselves what
commitments we would
be willing to adhere…
that we want to make
for future generations.”
The faculty then voted
on the Academic Affairs
Committee’s revisions to
academic probation. Associate Professor of Psychology Elizabeth Casserly, who
serves on the Committee, introduced the motion which
contains four sections.
7KH ÀUVW VHFWLRQ VWLSulates that “any student
attempting fewer than
four credits (for traditional students) or the completion during the fall and
spring term of a minimum
of two-thirds the credits
(for IDP students); or, any
student accruing a semester GPA of 2.0 or below,
or a single unsatisfactory grade (D or F), will receive ‘Academic Outreach.’”
The academic outreach
notation would appear on
a student’s advising transcript but not their permanent transcript. A letter
would be sent to the student and copied to their
academic advisor notifying
them of the notation. Students would then have to
meet with their advisor to
discuss academic performance and identify pathways for improvement.
6WXGHQWV RQ ÀQDQFLDO DLG
ZRXOG UHFHLYH D ÀQDQFLDO
aid eligibility letter reminding them of the academic requirements needed
for the upcoming semester to maintain their aid.
Casserly explained that
academic outreach was developed for students who
receive a single unsatisfactory grade in a semester or
have one semester in which
their grades are particularly low. She presented

the motion as a solution
WR WKH ÁDZV ZLWK WKH H[isting academic probation
standards “where some
people that we feel should
be on academic probation
are not currently getting
into that kind of warning
system and there are also
some people where we feel
it’s kind of maybe too harsh
or not what they need.”
One faculty member
criticized the academic outreach standards arguing
that it dilutes the academic rigor of the College. He
explained that under the
new policy students who
get a single D or an F in
a course would not receive
D ÀUP HQRXJK ZDUQLQJ WR
improve their grades: “the
word outreach is so diluted and whittled down it’s
almost like it doesn’t mean
anything.” The faculty
member also claimed that
Trinity’s academic rigor
has gradually declined over
the course of the last twenty years. He emphasized
that earning an F would
mean not showing up to
class, not completing any
homework
assignments,
and doing no work whatsoever. The faculty member
also questioned the motivations for revising the existing academic probation
system: “If the impetus to
do this is the number of
academic probation waiver
requests that the Committee gets then perhaps the
best way to handle it is to,
you know, not approving
serious requests for removing academic probation.”
7KH ÀUVW VHFWLRQ RI
the motion establishing
academic outreach was
passed with 76 voting yes,
10 no, and 14 abstentions.
The second section requires that students who
receive academic outreach
for two consecutive semesters or three semesters
total will receive an “Academic Warning.” The third
section stipulates that students accruing more than
one unsatisfactory grade (D
or F) during a single semester or failing to maintain
good academic standing
will be placed on “Academic Probation.” The fourth
section requires students
who earn academic probation in two consecutive semesters or three semesters
overall to take a “Required
Withdrawal” of one semester from Trinity. Each of
these motions were passed.

ALEXANDRA BOURSICAN ’23
NEWS EDITOR
The Student Government Association (SGA)
discussed the Ultimate
Frisbee
Club,
Bantam
Welcome Weekend, and
the new wristband policy during their meeting on Sunday, Mar. 13.
The SGA also discussed
at length activities that
would occur over Spring
Week. Ideas included activities such as laser tag
in the library or having
a celebration with Greek
OLIH RQ WKH ÀHOG ,Q DGGLtion, the Student Organization Oversight Committee conducted a vote
for the Ultimate Frisbee
Club team which was voted
yes by a majority of 82%.
SGA President Jederick Estrella ’22 followed
this with the reminder of
the upcoming Bantam Welcome Weekend from Apr.
2-3. This is an event that
allows accepted students
the opportunity to come to
campus with their families
and get a tour of the school
as well as interact with other accepted students. The
SGA decided to have a booth
there that weekend for representation. The SGA also
talked about potentially
having a barbecue mixer on
Apr. 9 for the community.
Additionally,
Estrella
asked the committee its
thoughts on the new system of wristbands that
were enacted this Saturday
on campus. In an email on
Mar. 11 on social gathering regulations, Director
of Greek Life and Assistant Dean of Community
Life and Restorative Justice Trevor Beauford wrote
that there was a new mode

of verifying age and monitoring capacity at social
organization
gatherings
using wristbands. Beauford explained that “Students over 21 years will
receive a wristband that
YHULÀHV WKHLU DJH VWXGHQWV
under 21 will receive a
different wristband. Social houses serving alcohol
must abide by our Trinity
college alcohol policies.”
There were multiple
of reservations from SGA
members. President of the
Class of 2023 Jason Farrell commented that underage drinking does not
take place in fraternities
and therefore these wristbands are adding a random
inconvenience. He went on
to add that he had heard
complaints from students
that this could potentially
add a new exclusivity to
the fraternities. For example, fraternities could use
an under-21 wristband as a
reason to not allow the entrance of a student, when
in reality they might not
prefer that student to enter
their fraternity. Vice President of the Multicultural Affairs Council Renita
Washington ’22 added that
if the wristbands were to
continue, there should be
all-night availability to acquire a wristband, as students might not decide to go
out until later in the night.
Nayantara Ghosh ’22 also
participated in the discussion, adding that she felt
it was being mishandled
and that it was pointless
DV QR RIÀFLDO ZDV FKHFNing to see if students were
wearing wristbands. Estrella said he would relay
these concerns to Beauford
in an upcoming meeting.

TWITTER @trinitycollege

Director of Greek Life and Assistant Dean of Community Life
and Restorative Justice Trevor Beauford announced a new
wristband policy for social gatherings on Friday, Mar. 11.
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SGA Hosts “Meet the Candidates” Event in Advance of
Uncontested Executive Board Elections; Two Vacancies
OLIVIA SILVEY ’25
NEWS EDITOR

The Student Government Association (SGA)
held a “Meet the Candidates” event virtually on
Wednesday, Mar. 2 to allow the Trinity community
to interact with the SGA’s
incoming Executive Board.
The candidates included
Joshua Jacoves ’23 (Vice
President of Finance), Jason Farrell ’23 (President
of the SGA), Kristina Kendall ’23 for (Vice President
of Multicultural Affairs),
India Bracey ’24 (President of the Class of 2024),
Brianna Andrade ’24 (Vice
President of SGA), and
James Maciel ’25 (President of the Class of 2025).
The elections were held
from Mar. 8 through Mar 9.
and all candidates were uncontested meaning each of
the candidates will assume
their positions in the fall.
Farrell currently serves
as President for the Class
of 2023, and he is a member of multiple SGA committees including Student
Quality of Life and Curriculum. He is also involved in
the Honor Council, Campus
Climate Incident Response
Team, and works at the
Underground Coffeehouse
as a barista. Some of Farrell’s biggest priorities as
next year’s SGA President
include giving the student
body more opportunities
to connect with each other
and empowering students
who identify with groups
such as the LGBTQ+ community and students of
color to overcome the isolating campus culture. He

aims to create more open
spaces on campus for students to meet new people
and become more familiar
with the College. Farrell
plans on developing a campaign to make students
more aware of the available resources on campus including the Career
and Life Design Center,
counseling services, and
administrative
contacts.
Andrade
currently
serves as President for the
Class of 2024 and has previously served as a Class Senator. She is also a Resident
Advisor and choreographer
for the Elemental Movement Dance Crew on campus. Her biggest priorities
as future Vice President of
SGA are fostering a sense
of community across campus and increasing student
organizations’ involvement
in more substantive work.
As Vice President, she aims
to make SGA more transparent to the community
and communicate more
effectively with the student body to solve issues.
“I feel like campus culture right now feels kind
of gray and disconnected,”
Andrade said during the
event. “Even now, when I
walk through campus it
doesn’t feel like anyone is
really on it. I feel like I’m
just going about my day just
like doing random things.
I don’t really feel like I’m
on a college campus,” remarked Andrade when
discussing campus life.
Andrade plans on improving the quality of student life and increasing
communication and transparency between Trinity

administration and the
student body. She stated
that she feels the college
needs to put more effort
into listening to student
voices rather than brushing off their concerns.
Kendall also aims to
improve Trinity’s sense of
community in her position
as next year’s Vice President of Multicultural Affairs. She currently serves
as Assistant Vice President
of the council. On campus,
she is Vice President of
the Imani Black Student
Union, a member of the
Public Policy and Law Advisory Board, and an Orientation Leader. In addition to improving Trinity’s
sense of community among
the student body, she plans
to utilize social media to
promote SGA events that
will foster connection between students and SGA
and gain their respect
and trust. Some issues
that she plans to address
in her position next year
include improving logistics for students hosting
events on campus regarding BantamLink, speaker
contracts, and event advisors; and creating a student manual for hosting
events so that students feel
more comfortable coordinating events on campus.
Jacoves also plans to
improve student events in
his future position as Vice
President of Finance. He
currently serves as SGA
Parliamentarian,
which
means he oversees rules
and procedures for meetings and other policies.
He has also served on
SGA’s Budget Committee

for three years. Outside of
SGA, Jacoves works at the
&ROOHJH·V$GPLVVLRQV2IÀFH
and is a Quest Leadership
Mentor. As VP of Finance,
he plans to continue SGA’s
budget work from this year
which includes helping student organizations with
their budgeting, ensuring
HTXLWDEOH ÀQDQFLQJ DFURVV
organizations, hosting budget workshops, and continuing SAIL budget training. Next year, he aims to
improve the Bantam Bus
Pass system by expanding
the range of student transportation on campus. He
also plans on funding all
the events that student organizations want to host.
Bracey also shares other candidates’ plans to improve the College’s sense of
community. She is currently the social media chair
for Trinity’s Black Women Organization and is a
member of the Elemental
Movement Dance Crew.
As next year’s President
for Class of 2024, she aims
to unify the class and create a more intimate environment among students.
She feels that students in
the Class of 2024 do not
know each other as well as
they should, especially because the pandemic began
LQ WKHLU ÀUVW IHZ \HDUV RI
college. She believes that
the administration needs
to listen to student voices
more, especially regarding all decisions that affect the student body in
potentially negative ways.
Maciel also believes that
Trinity’s community needs
to be improved and aims
to change that in his role

as next year’s President of
Class of 2025. He currently
serves as a Senator for the
Class of 2025 and serves
on SGA’s Student Quality
of Life Committee. In his
role as Class President, he
plans to offer more events
on campus for students
who want social alternatives to Greek life. He also
plans to initiate smaller
but impactful actions such
as creating group chats
for students to learn about
on-campus events and performing other day-to-day
helpful actions. Maciel
aims to hold the College
accountable for student
complaints such as work
orders, and wants to increase help regarding students using Bantam Bucks.
These candidates will
assume their positions
next school year. Next
year’s Executive Board includes two vacant seats:
Vice President of Communications and President of the Class of 2023.
7KLV LV QRW WKH ÀUVW LQstance of uncontested elections or vacancies in SGA
elections. As the Tripod
previously reported, September 2021’s SGA Senate
elections saw all positions
go uncontested except for
the Class of 2025 Senate.
In addition, the Fall 2021
SGA elections saw a toWDO RI ÀYH YDFDQFLHV WZR
senate seats for the Class
of 2023 and three senate
seats for the Class of 2022.
This trend is not recent. In
2019, the Tripod reported
that that year’s elections
for SGA President, Vice
President, and VP of Finance were all uncontested.

Trinity Makes Masking Optional in Certain Locations,
Loosens Gathering Restrictions, Moves Away from
COVID Surveillance Towards Symptomatic Testing
continued from page one
However, indoor mask
mandates will remain in
effect in all classrooms,
laboratories, studios, and
instructional spaces during
scheduled classes. Masks
will also be mandated in
all healthcare facilities,
at indoor and athletic and
performance art events, or
other gatherings that include external audiences.
In addition, masks will
be required in any cam-

pus space where signage
indicates masking is required and in individual
RIÀFHV DQG JURXS PHHWings when requested by
the host or participants.
All individuals within the
Trinity community must
keep a mask with them at
all times and be prepared
to wear it upon entering a
space where it is required
or at the request of another community member.
Regarding
campus
gatherings, meeting siz-

es and space capacities
will be adjusted starting
Mar. 11 to accommodate
for more in-person interactions. According to the
revised gathering guidelines, many non-academic
spaces–including
Greek
houses, the Ferris Athletic Center, the Austin Arts
Center, and student organization meetings–can
operate at full capacity under various conditions. For
example, campus meeting
spaces–such as Mather

Hall and Hamlin Hall–can
host lectures and presentations at full capacity and
supervised social gatherings at 75% capacity. Dining halls will be operating
at full capacity with the
grab-and-go option still
available for students.
Trinity will be gradually moving away from
surveillance testing and
towards symptomatic tentatively beginning Apr. 4.
The College will provide
rapid testing for members

of the community who are
symptomatic.
Mandatory testing will remain in
place for all employees and
students through Mar. 18.
Individuals who are granted medical or religious exemptions are still required
to test weekly through
the remainder of the semester. Students will be
required to complete two
rapid tests upon returning from spring break from
Mar. 28 through Apr. 1.

OPINION

Roe v. Wade is Dead: The Troubling Rise of Conservatism
in the American Judiciary & the Future for Women
JAKE MCPHAIL ’24
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The recent appointments
of Supreme Court Justices
Amy Coney Barrett, Brett
Kavanaugh, and Neil Gorsuch have created a paradigm-shifting
ideological
change that has teed up nearly a century of decision-making that will strip the rights
of American women, minorities, and the working class.
I say this not from a
radical perspective or as
someone who is generally
displeased to see conservatives in positions of power (although I am), but as
someone who recognizes
that the judiciary, already
poised to defend state and
elite interests over that of
the plurality of Americans,
just got more ammunition.
One of the most renowned examples of the
6XSUHPH &RXUW IXOÀOOLQJ LWV
duty to the people was when
they granted the right for a
woman to get an abortion in
the decision of Roe v. Wade
(1973). The decision was
overwhelmingly bipartisan,
a 7-2 vote and the majority opinion being written by
lifelong Republican Justice
Blackmun. Because the case

surrounded a fundamental right, the court applied
the strict scrutiny test—the
highest standard of review
in American law. From this
scrutinization, the court established a trimester framework where they found no
reasonable state interest of
interference with abortion
SURFHGXUHV ZLWKLQ WKH ÀUVW
trimester, reasonable state
interest of interference in
the interest of the woman’s health in the second
trimester, but, in the third
trimester, the state could
“regulate or outlaw abortions in the interest of the
potential life except when
necessary to preserve the
life or health of the mother.”
However, despite initial bipartisan support, it
quickly became a political
tool used by conservatives to
mobilize the religious right.
With every passing decade,
the issue became more and
more partisan and sorted
along the lines that we are
familiar with today: Democrats being pro-choice and
Republicans being pro-life.
The conservative legal
apparatus did not take long
to react to Roe, announcing
the 5-4 Planned Parenthood
of Southeastern Pennsylva-

nia v. Casey (1992) decision
less than twenty years later,
essentially gutting Roe but
leaving the hollowed-out essential holding of the right
to an abortion. The Pennsylvania law being challenged required that those
receiving abortions gave
informed consent, waited
24 hours prior to the procedure, obtained the consent
of a guardian if under the
age of 18, and provided evidence of their husband’s
QRWLÀFDWLRQRIWKHSURFHGXUH
if the woman was married.
The Supreme Court upheld all the aspects of the
ODZVDYHWKHVSRXVDOQRWLÀcation provision. This meant
that the trimester system established by the strict scrutiny standard in Roe was
completely overturned. The
court then established the
undue burden standard: after the point of fetal viability, the state could not put an
“undue burden” on a woman’s right to get an abortion.
Reading this you may be
wondering: “So, what is an
undue burden?” In short, no
one really knows, but there
is a point to the Court’s use
of ambiguous language.
If the standing is unclear,
then states can pass more

and more restrictive abortion laws, leaving it to the
lower courts’ discretion to

by the ultrasound machine.
Not only does this law
restrict abortion prior to fe-

“If the standing is unclear,
then states can pass more and
more restrictive abortion laws...”
decide which is and is not
an “undue burden,” rather than any legal principle.
In the decades following the decision, dozens of
state legislatures across
the country pounced on the
golden opportunity to strip a
woman of her right to abortion. In light of the recent
appointments made by Donald Trump, states were emboldened to test just how far
they could stretch the undue
burden standard. In 2021,
Texas passed The Texas
Heartbeat Act, which bans
abortions after cardiac activity is detected in a fetus,
approximately at six weeks
of gestation, with no exception for either rape or incest.
Note that cardiac activity
at six weeks does not mean
a heartbeat in the way we
know it; it only means that
the pre-formed heart tissue
is putting out electric signals. The “heartbeat” we
hear is actually generated

tal viability (approximately
24 weeks), it is designed to
evade federal oversight as
the law deputizes ordinary
citizens by rewarding them
at least $10,000 plus attorney’s fees for successfully
suing those abetting women
getting abortions. In theory,
the state of Texas is not enforcing the Supreme Court’s
holding and any lawsuit
against them would be null.
This led to Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson
(2021), brought by abortion
providers across the state
(including Whole Women’s
Health) suing for a preliminary injunction. Yet, the Supreme Court upheld the law
in an unsigned, 500-word,
5-4 decision, acquiescing to
Texas’s legal craftsmanship.
Currently, women in Texas no longer have access to
an abortion, a right guaranteed by Roe and Casey. Roe
v. Wade is dead in Texas and
is now at risk nationwide.

How Trinity Can Accomodate for International Students
JEMMA WENJU YANG ’24
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Campus life at Trinity
has positive and negative
sides. One positive is the diversity and the small classes. Some areas where Trinity College can improve are
the gym, Mather Hall, and
the dormitories. Most importantly, I hope the school
can give more support for international students in life.
In August 2021, I left
China for the 12,714-kilometer adventure alone, feeling
both excited and anxious
about starting a totally new
life. After arriving on campus, I was attracted to the
buildings: both the church
and the long-walk towers.
However, the excitement
did not last long. I was overZKHOPHGLQWKHÀUVWIHZGD\V
even though I thought I was
tough. I came to campus earlier, before classes started,
so there were few people on
campus. Since I did not know
anyone or any places here, I
was walking around campus
alone and confused, carrying
heavy packages, wondering
where and how to check in.
There was no sign to

direct students the right
way. After checking in, getting basic things from the
supermarket, and settling
GRZQ E\ P\VHOI , ÀQDOO\

more information, such as
facilities in the dorm, real
photographs of the rooms,
and student reviews. Some
dorms either have no air

“However, the excitement did
not last long. I was overwhelmed
LQ WKH ÀUVW IHZ GD\V HYHQ
though I thought I was tough.”
went to sleep after a long
trip and lonely exploration.
Trinity should provide
some signs for direction and
volunteers to help all the
new international students
DQG ÀUVW\HDUV +DYLQJ VRPH
snacks, necessities like bedsheets or comforters, and tips
DERXWWUDIÀFVKRSSLQJUHVWDXrants, and class buildings
would also be very helpful.
As for the dorms, I could
EDUHO\ ÀQG PXFK XVHIXO LQformation from the school
website about their amenities—only an abstract picture of the dorm’s structure.
Many international students
have never visited the campus before. We also have different dorms in our countries.
It would be helpful for
the transition process to give

conditioning or have extremely hot radiators, making them hot in the summer
and winter—information I
would have liked to know
before arriving on campus.
As for sports, I have to
say that I feel it is hard to
join in on some sports ac-

in the sports have participated in them for a long
time. By contrast, it is not
the same in other countries.
The College should provide
more opportunities for students who want to learn
how to play sports such as
tennis, soccer, and baseball.
Finally, Mather Hall:
Trinity says it is an international college, but I barely feel
that in our cafeteria, which
only provides classic American food such as salad, pizza,
and sandwiches. As a college
with so many international
students, I hope Trinity can
try some different menus
for us. This would be very
nice for homesick students.
Many international students

dents face-to-face or answer
questions in class, especially as an introverted person.
But thanks to small classes
and the encouragement of
diversity, I gradually started
to enjoy my classes, which
enabled me to build closer
connections with my classmates and professors. As professors usually ask students
to discuss and work in small
groups, I could talk with various people and make friends.
This is also where I found
diversity in Trinity. It is so interesting to meet people from
different backgrounds, all sitting in the same classroom.
They inspire me to be myself,
ÀQG ZRUNOLIH EDODQFH DQG
explore more possibilities.
Finally, there is diversity in the courses at Trinity.
I did not have many choices
in my past study in China
because we have our class
schedule planned by our
school. Each student had
an identical schedule. I really appreciate the chance
I know, including me, cook to make choices for myself
for ourselves or order food. and learn as many things as
Still, I enjoy being at Trin- possible. Self-management,
LW\ ,Q WKH ÀUVW ZHHN RI WKH studying, and other life skills
new semester, I was nervous are the most important lesto socialize with local stu- sons I have learned here.

“...Trinity says it is an international college, but I barely feel that
in our cafeteria, which only provides classic American food such
as salad, pizza, and sandwiches.”
tivities here if you are not
a professional athlete. The
reason may be a cultural
difference; the US emphasizes the importance of sports,
so most students engaged
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The Problem with Gen Z: Posting and Politicking — the
Fallacy of the Miraculous Click on Social Media
AVA CAUDLE ’25
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Herein lies a fundamental question: how far can
awareness go in enacting
the changes we hope to see?
No doubt, social media
and petition websites can
be a force of connection and
unity but viewing them as
the end-all-be-all of activism
is a shortsighted misinterpretation. If the United Nations’ abundant negotiating
assets could not deter Russia’s conquest, one would be
mistaken in believing that
President Putin will cease
his destruction with a melting heart and glistening
eyes after viewing our outraged hashtags. As a generation with access to more
resources and knowledge
than ever before, our shows
of solidarity are no longer

In today’s digital climate, with a massive inÁX[ RI LQIRUPDWLRQ *HQ
=·VÀUVWLQVWLQFWLQWKHIDFH
RI FRQÁLFW LV WR WDNH WR WKH
Internet. Whether it be
making an Instagram story
post that most people will
ÁLS WKURXJK PLQGOHVVO\ RU
promoting a petition that
won’t meet the eyes of lawmakers, we believe each
furious click or pixelated
name on a list makes us
one step closer to sociopolitical
change—whatever
that might be. Our collective response to the recent
crisis tormenting Ukraine
has been no different. As
soon as the news of Russia’s
unjust invasion of the country broke, social media was
ÁRRGHGZLWKFRPPHQWVFRQdemning Vladimir Putin’s
imperialism and photos of
grief-stricken families. The
rest of the world seems to
GHHP5XVVLD·VMXVWLÀFDWLRQV
for seizing Ukraine for
what they are: deceit and
FRUUXSWLRQ 8NUDLQLDQ ÁDJ
SURÀOHSLFWXUHVQRZÀOORXU
screens to display support enough. Now is the time
and posts spreading aware- to set our sights beyond
ness saturate our feeds. inaction and towards exer-

cising more of our power.
This is not to say that
our minds must constantly be preoccupied with the
world’s geopolitical stressors, rather our minds
should challenge what we
YLHZ DV VXIÀFLHQW ZRUN WRwards improving the world
around us. Our generation has an abundance of
passion for social justice;
it’s time we put it towards
more than just typing.
There is nothing wrong
with showing the people
of Ukraine that we stand
with them, but a population cannot live off support
alone. No need to settle for
retweeting a politician and
calling it a valiant effort—
email that politician’s ofÀFH ZLWK \RXU FRQFHUQV RU

“As a generation with access to
more resources and knowledge
than ever before, our shows of
solidarity are no longer enough.
Now is the time to set our sights
beyond inaction and towards
exercising more of our power.”
ideas. Instead of signing a
fruitless petition intended
to stop a war with one mi-

“Instead of signing a fruitless
petition intended to stop a war
with one miraculous click, give
tangible items (like canned
food or sanitary products) to
donation drives. If you have
the means, contribute money
to organizations fundraising
towards humanitarian aid.”
raculous click, give tangible
items (like canned food or
sanitary products) to donation drives. If you have the
means, contribute money to
organizations fundraising
towards humanitarian aid.
Young people possess
the energy and ingenuity

real people affected by Russia’s treachery. Here are
some sites to engage with:
Association for Legal Intervention (human rights
protection), World Central Kitchen (food relief),
Doctors Without Borders
(medical relief), Save the

“Young people possess the energy and ingenuity to make a
positive impact. This impact will
come not by staying in a performative bubble, but by taking
comfort zone-breaking steps...”
to make a positive impact.
This impact will come not
by staying in a performative bubble, but by taking comfort zone-breaking
steps that acknowledge the

Children (children’s aid),
The Kyiv Independent (uncensored, on-ground news
coverage), and Ukrainian
National Home (physical
location- Hartford, CT).

for themselves, and are thus
at the mercy of their mother for protection and sustenance. Being born outside
LQ ÀOWK\ GLODSLGDWHG FRQGLtions—as most are—is an
awful start to life, but it is,
unfortunately, the only life
many of these animals will
know whether they remain
LQ WKH FRORQ\ XQÀ[HG RU GLH
from the conditions inherited from their surroundings.
As humans, we must
accept our ability to make
moral and ethical decisions

consent to sterilization, we
do not have the capacity for
this interspecies communication, either due to a lack
of technological innovation
or because the animals lack
the requisite evolutionarily-derived methods of communication. We must, then,
assess two conditions: spay
and neuter our animals or
risk unfettered reproduction. The former is the only
condition in which we can
improve the lives of animals
by securing their safety and

Why the Sterilization of Pets is Necessary and Moral
SKYLER SIMPKINS ’23
MANAGING EDITOR

It has always been hard
to explain to others why it
is crucial to spay and neuter
your pets. When prompted,
people usually reply with
the “don’t you love animals”
tactic, which in return I
always say, “Why yes, I
do love animals. I rescue
and socialize kittens from
harmful environments, and
I’ve been vegan for some
time. I have made the care
for and advocation of animals who cannot care and
advocate for themselves a
central part of my life.” So
if I love animals, why do
I advocate for the limit of
their reproductive freedom?
To put it bluntly, mating
between animal species is
often non-consensual and
YLROHQW :KHQ , WRRN LQ ÀYH
kittens living under a barn,
their mother was in the process of healing from the attack her reproductive partner had subjected her to.
Her skin from the backside
of her posterior was torn off
and hanging. Her body was
left open to innumerable infections and diseases while
she had to take on the duty

RIUHDULQJDQGQXUWXULQJÀYH
babies. Further, mothers are
susceptible to increased predation risk when they go into

lost her life protecting her
still nursing children in
a colony of unspayed and
unneutered cats. Heat, or

“Heat, or when female animals become sexually receptive, is a hellish experience for all involved.”
labor and shortly after when
they must protect these new,
precious lives. The reality is
bleak not only for mothers
but fathers too face similar
dangers in the pursuit of
mates. Fathers must compete for their mates and, in
so doing, are wrought with
wounds, broken limbs, and
disease. I do admit that taking an animal to be spayed
or neutered is also non-consensual, but the incredible
violence done to these animals in the search of a mate,
in the process of mating, or
in the time shortly before
DQG DIWHU ELUWK DUH KRUULÀF
Damage done to the
mother has been a ubiquitous phenomenon seen in
all my rescues. I have seen
mothers thrown out by their
owners, missing eyes, and
most recently a mother who

when female animals become sexually receptive,
is a hellish experience for
all involved. Their biological mechanisms support
this constant reproduction
because without human
assistance many of these
animals’ babies will die.
I have not spoken much
on the negative implications
of unfettered reproduction
on newborn animals, but
it exists in equal intensity
and increased frequency to
that of their parents. Disease-ridden parents will
transmit their amalgamation of ailments to their
offspring. An immunocompromised baby will be at a
much greater risk of dying
from these diseases. In addition, animals in their early stages of life have limited
methods to protect and care

“As humans, we must accept our ability to make moral and ethical decisions that
could affect the lives of other
species. We are an incredibly
powerful species, and we must
wield this power to improve
the lives of the less fortunate.”
that could affect the lives
of other species. We are an
incredibly powerful species,
and we must wield this power to improve the lives of
the less fortunate. While I
would love to have the ability to communicate with
animals and ask for their

ending the natural infanticide of their offspring.
Whether spay or neuter is
followed with socialization
and adoption or a return
to the community/colony
they know, sterilization is
a principal way we humans
can take the burden off
helpless, deprived animals.

FEATURES

Study Abroad Feature: Edinburgh and Harry Potter
OLIVIA PAPP ’23
FEATURES EDITOR
Last week, I wrote
about Victoria Street in Edinburgh, Scotland, a place
that is thought to be the inspiration for Diagon Alley in
the Harry Potter universe.
As such, I thought it would
be appropriate to discuss
a few of the connections
between the Harry Potter series and Edinburgh.
This week in Edinburgh,
Scotland, my friend and I
were walking alongside the
cobble-stoned street of the
Royal Mile when we walked
by a tour group that appeared to be Harry Potter
themed, per the umbrella
which read “Harry Potter
guided tour.” As Harry Potter nerds, we both promptly joined the tour group.
From this hour-and-a-half
walking tour around Edinburgh, I learned so much
about the ties between the
Harry Potter wizarding
world and Edinburgh. Subsequently, I learned much
about J.K. Rowling’s process in writing the series
which would transcend
children’s literature and
make reading cool again.
On the tour, I learned
that the original birthplace of the story of the
boy who lived was on a
train from Manchester
to King’s Cross station in
1990. While traveling and
peering out the window,
Rowling had the idea of a
magical young boy traveling to school. After grab-

bing a napkin, Rowling began writing down this idea.
In 1993, Rowling moved
to Edinburgh to be closer
to her sister. While, at this
time, she had already begun her work on Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone, it is a known fact
that she wrote a great deal
of the series in Edinburgh.
I also discovered that Rowling gained much of her inspiration from wandering
around the historic streets
of Edinburgh between her
writing sessions in cafes.
Rowling only needed to
look up to see the cement
sphinxes lounging atop
the buildings or even the
engrained unicorns. These
mythical creatures would
go on to inspire Rowling’s
creativity for the Harry Potter Universe in her writing.
The Elephant House
café as well as Nicolson’s
Cafe in Edinburgh, Scotland, were some of the places Rowling spent most of
her time writing the series
in the beginning stages. A
sign is posted outside the
Elephant House café, reading, “Birthplace of Harry
Potter,” which, of course,
is not true, as Rowling had
the idea of Harry Potter
long before she moved to
Edinburgh. As more books
belonging to the Harry
Potter Universe were published, Rowling found she
could not merely sit down
and write in cafes anymore,
as she garnered too much
attention. Rather, in 2006,
Rowling moved her writing

spot to the Balmoral Hotel for about six months,
which is arguably the nicest hotel in Edinburgh.
When
walking
in
through the beautiful Greyfriars Kirkyard next to the
gardens below Edinburgh
Castle, a few of the names
on graves correlate to the
Harry Potter universe. As
Rowling did stroll through
Edinburgh for inspiration,
it is clear she must have
wandered around the Kirkyard as well. As an example,
Tom Riddel, the inspiration
and alias for the character
Voldemort, is memorialized
in the graveyard. Another name that appears on a
grave is William McGonagall, who shares the same

ODVWQDPHZLWKWKHÀFWLRQDO
character Minerva McGonagall, who is one of Harry’s professors at Hogwarts.
Another name is Elizabeth
Moodie, suspected to have
inspired the character
Alastor Moody or ‘MadEye Moody.’ While Rowling
never did directly admit to
intentionally using these
names for her books, she
did say they may have been
a subconscious inspiration
for her to write them in.
On the tour, we walked
by Rowling’s handprints in
the cement. It seemed as if
her hands had been scuffed
up a bit, as the cemented
area was a bit smudged.
This could be because many
people put their hands over

her prints. Her handprints
are in front of the Edinburgh City Chambers and
were put there after she
won the Edinburgh Award
in 2008, shortly after havLQJ ÀQLVKHG ZULWLQJ WKH
ÀQDO LQVWDOOPHQW RI WKH
Harry Potter series. The
Edinburgh Award goes to
a special person who has
contributed much to the
capital city of Scotland.
It is incredible that each
day, I get to walk along the
same streets which Rowling used to walk along,
looking for inspiration for,
perhaps, the most popular book series in the
world. For any Harry Potter fanatic, Edinburgh is
a must-see destination.

FACEBOOK

The Elephant House cafe in Edinburgh, Scotland, where J.K. Rowling wrote some of
the Harry Potter Series

The Local Spot for Sweet Tooths: Tastease Donuts

are baked every day and
are offered in a wide variHW\ RI ÁDYRUV LFLQJV DQG
As
the
saying toppings. A personal favorgoes, Hartford Has It! ite of mine is the chocolate
One of the many amaz- cake donut base with vaniling things about Hartford’s la glaze and coconut shreds.
capital city is the assortDespite the miniature
ment of local cafes, provid- size, Tastease utilizes the
ing the people of Hartford small diameter of their
ZLWK WKHLU FDIIHLQH À[HV baked goods to create masand satisfying their sweet terpieces made from sprintooth. Tastease Donuts, lo- kles and icing. When you
cated on New Park Avenue ÀUVW ZDON LQWR WKH TXDLQW
DQG OHVV WKDQ ÀYH PLQXWHV storefront, bright pink walls
from Trinity’s campus, is greet you along with a bakone of these special estab- ery case proudly displaying
lishments. What makes hundreds of mini donuts.
Tastease’s unique is their Tastease offers customizspecialization in mini do- able party platters perfect
nuts that are both beau- for gatherings of any size.
tifully decorated and deli- These party platters allow
cious. Tastease Donuts are \RX WR VHOHFW WKH VSHFLÀF
only 2½ inches in diame- ÁDYRUV RI WKH GRQXWV DORQJ
ter, but do not be fooled by with the colors and design.
their small size, these do- This gives you the chance to
nuts are packed with rich be a part of the creative proDQG GHFDGHQW ÁDYRUV WKDW cess of these delicious mini
will make you want to eat forms of art! Other than
a dozen. These mini donuts their mini donuts, Tastease’s

CC BENNETT ’24
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

menu consists of savory
items including breakfast
and lunch sandwiches along
with a coffee bar. Some of
these sandwiches include
bacon egg and cheese, Cuban, steak and cheese, and
their roast pork special. The
coffee bar offers a rich hot
chocolate along with both
hot and iced coffee and tea
options. What could be more
perfect than a cup of coffee and some mini donuts?
:KLOH VRPH ÁDYRUV
are served all year round,
Tastease’s also offers seasonal specials that are
only available for a limited
time, such as their apple
cider donut with a cream
cheese frosting that was
available in the fall. For
Valentine’s Day, Tastease
utilized white, pink, and
red frosting, creating hearts
and other designs to make
their sweet treats festive
for the holiday. With Saint
Patrick’s Day coming up

Instagram @tasteaseminidonut
this Thursday, March 17th,
be on the lookout for what
VSHFLDO ÁDYRUV DQG GHVLJQV
Tastease will be offering.
Tastease’s Instagram (@
tasteaseminidonut), showcases their beautiful donuts
WR DOPRVW ÀIWHHQKXQGUHG
followers. Their Instagram
account additionally provides updates on the availDEOH ÁDYRUV DQG JHQHUDO

contact information for the
store. The store is open
Tuesday to Friday from 7
am to 1 pm and Saturdays
from 8 am to 1 pm. Whether
you are celebrating something big or just in the
mood for something sweet,
Tastease is the best place
in Hartford for mini donuts that are just as beautiful as they are delicious.
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Story and Soil: Worth a Visit to Downtown Hartford
ANNIKA DYCZKOWSKI ’25
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
“Great
coffee.
Better Community.” These
words are painted boldly
on Story and Soil’s website, a coffee shop local
WR +DUWIRUG 8SRQ ÀUVW
visiting
their
location
on Capitol Avenue, I admired their neighborly and
welcoming
atmosphere.
The exterior of the cafe
is painted a mid-bright
green, causing it to stand
out
from
surrounding
buildings and businesses.
7KLV ÀUVW LPSUHVVLRQ LV D
warm invitation inside the
shop, which embraces a
similar theme to the outside of the building. The
inside offers limited seating (as a result of COVID),
however
many
potted
plants and succulents decorate the windows and corners, a neon sign hangs at
eye-level on the back wall,
and a bright yellow powder
coated espresso machine
lives right next to the register. All of these eccentric, vivid additions build
Story and Soil’s brand,
showing that it greets
the surrounding Hartford
community with its charm
and individualist spirit.

7KH\ ÀUVW RSHQHG LQ
July 2017 with the intent
to “build relationships
through coffee”, as found
on the business’s website.
They truly emphasize
that bringing the Hartford community together
is their ultimate goal, all
while providing delicious
coffee and baked goods.
Their Yelp is overwhelmed with consistent
ÀYH VWDU UHYLHZV EXW RQH
review by Jason P. from
May of last year stuck out.
He shares that he had a
great experience paired
with excellent coffee, but
“after drinking 2/3 of [his]
Giv Natural Ethiopian
iced coffee from S&S, [he]
was tempted to freeze the
rest in an ice cube tray to
preserve it for the welfare
of future generations.”
I found his description
quite humorous, but after
visiting myself I felt this
VWDWHPHQW ZDV MXVWLÀHG
Before
visiting
I
browsed their Instagram
(@StoryAndSoilCoffee) to
get a sense of their environment and brand. They
post an array of content,
such as announcements,
store updates, and professionally shot photos of

their latte art and other
drinks. I was intrigued
by how experienced and
welcoming their baristas
seemed, so I decided to
give Story and Soil a try.
I walked in and the environment was identical to
what they were marketing on social media and
their baristas were super
friendly and helpful when
I asked questions about
their different drinks. I
eventually decided on a
small vanilla latte and,
after waiting only a few
short minutes, I was adoring the delicately poured
foam and delicious espresso. Although it was a traditional drink that can be
found at any coffee shop, I
enjoyed how they seemed
to master the perfection of
simplicity. Although I will
always recommend their
hot latte, they offer other drinks that are a novel
to the coffee community.
This past fall they released many new, seasonal
drinks that can only be applauded for their creativity. One example is “Lobby
Boy”, a cranberry espresso
tonic garnished with candied rosemary (inspired by
WKH ÀOP 7KH *UDQG %XGD-

pest Hotel) as part of their
Wes Anderson Fall series.
More recently they offered
Hot Chocolate with a twist:
marshmallow
chocolate
s’mores syrup atop an adaptogenic milk that is “rich,
creamy, totally unique.”
Overall, I was very satLVÀHG ZLWK P\ H[SHULHQFH
at Story and Soil, and I
look forward to my next
visit. Their Hartford loca-

WLRQ LV D ÀYHPLQXWH GULYH
from campus, or about a
twenty minute walk north
from Vernon Street. Consider visiting Story and
Soil when you are in the
mood for a simple espresso or an exclusive creation
from a few of the best baristas in the greater Hartford
area; they always have
great coffee, and an even
better community.

Blueberry and Maple Latte, via @StoryAndSoilCoffee
on Instagram.

St. Patrick’s Day Special: A Brief History on the
March 17 Secular, Social, and Shamrock Holiday
sion to Christianity, Patrick was declared patron
saint, and St. Patrick’s
St. Patrick’s Day, now Day took precedent over
a secular, cultural holiday Ostara. For centuries, St.
here in the United States, Patrick’s Day was a deephas not always been cel- ly religious holiday and
ebrated this way. For Irish Christians honored it
the past millennium, St. by going to church during
Patrick’s Day has been a the day and celebrating
Christian holiday, honor- in the evening by breaking Ireland’s patron saint, ing Lent to feast, drink,
Patrick, on the anniversa- and dance in his honor.
ry of his death. The holiday
The identity of St. Paton Mar. 17 was not always rick’s Day changed yet
Christian. In fact, it was again in the seventeenth
previously a pagan holi- and eighteenth centuries
day, Ostara, or the Spring as America began to be
Equinox, celebrating na- colonized and traditions
ture’s rebirth and balance and rituals were brought
of the universe, both night over the pond. It is beand day of equal length. lieved that in the early
'XULQJWKHÀIWKFHQWXU\ seventeenth century, the
Saint Patrick, born in Ro- ÀUVW SDUDGH DQG VHFXODU
man Britain, was brought celebrations began in the
to Ireland as a slave. As an United States in an efolder man, having escaped fort made by early Irish
from his captivity, he re- Americans to recognize
turned to Ireland as a mis- their roots and heritage.
sionary. He was successful
The American tradition
in his efforts to transition of the parade was fully esIreland from paganism to tablished in the late eighChristianity, depicted as teenth century when Irish
driving the “snakes” out soldiers stationed in New
of Ireland, commonly be- York marched through the
lieved to be a metaphor city on March 17th to honfor the Druids and pagans. or their home and culture.
Following this conver- As increasing numbers of

ABBEY O’LEARY ’24
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Irish immigrants came to
the United States during
the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries,
Irish national spirit and
pride spread throughout
American culture. Foundations established for “Irish
Aid” helped to institute
regular traditions to commemorate Irish culture.
These early Irish Americans, however, came from
Protestant
middle-class
backgrounds, and their recognition of Irish culture remained secular and tame.
It was not until The Great
Potato Famine in 1848
that over a million CathoOLF ,ULVK LPPLJUDQWV ÁRRGed into the United States.
7KLVLQÁX[ZDVGHPRQized in American social
culture, and St. Patrick’s
Day was depicted as a day
that these immigrants became drunk and violent.
However, as the numbers
of immigrants rose, so did
their unity. They realized
that joined together, they
held an untapped political power, known as the
“green machine,” which
became a large voting
block that had considerable power in swing votes.

Through this cultural
bonding and rise to power,
St. Patrick’s Day became
a holiday to celebrate
Irish strength and pride.
Today, St. Patrick’s
Day remains a secular holiday in the United States,
known for its parades, attracting millions of people in cities across the
country, and as a holiday
for partying, symbolized
by shamrocks and leprechauns. However, even
this iconography cannot
be fully extracted from its
religious roots. The sham-

rock, or Irish clover, was
established as a symbol
for the Holy Trinity by
St. Patrick himself, and
the leprechaun has ties
back to paganism, originally mischievous fairy
spirits in Irish folklore.
Though its meaning
has changed over time
and location, St. Patrick’s
Day has become a cultural
landmark and a holiday of
immense pride throughout the world, adopting
different meanings and
celebrations to become a
universalized celebration.
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Arts & Entertainment
Weekly Picks: Sad Songs for March Depression

CAROLINE RICHARDS ’22
A&E EDITOR
&KDUOHV 'LFNHQV IDmously wrote in Great
([SHFWDWLRQV ´,W ZDV RQH
RIWKRVH0DUFKGD\VZKHQ
the sun shines hot and the
ZLQG EORZV FROG ZKHQ LW
LV VXPPHU LQ WKH OLJKW
and winter in the shade”.
0DUFKLQDQXWVKHOOLVNLQG
RI D ZHLUG OLPLQDO WLPH
ZKLFK,WKLQNFDQPDNHLW
SUHWW\ JULP ,W·V VR IUXVtratingly transitional; it’s
QRW6SULQJLW·VQRW:LQWHU
6RPH GD\V LW·V VQRZLQJ
other days you don’t even
QHHGDMDFNHW0DUFKSOD\V
games and that’s the last
thing we need after January and February (aka
WKH ZRUVW IXFNLQJ PRQWKV
of the year). Considering
D OLWWOH 0DUFK VDGQHVV
LV LQHYLWDEOH ,·G VXJJHVW
leaning into it rather
WKDQ ÀJKWLQJ LW ,W·V JRRG
WR IHHO VDG VRPHWLPHV LW
PDNHV WKH KDSS\ PRQWKV
RI 6SULQJ DQG 6XPPHU DOO
WKH PRUH SUHFLRXV 3OXV
VDG PXVLF LV RIWHQ WKH
EHVW PXVLF DQG WKRXJK
,·P VXUH DW WKLV SRLQW \RX
all already have a sad boi/
JLUOSOD\OLVWKHUHDUHVRPH
VRQJV WR FRQVLGHU DGGLQJ
$SULO LV RQ WKH KRUL]RQ
8QWLOWKHQZDOORZLQ\RXU
VDGQHVV'RLWIRUWKHSORW
$QGWKHFKDUDFWHU\RXDUF

7AM by Lil Uzi Vert
From their groundbreaking album Lost In A Dream. They’ve been
aroFrom his 2015 album Luv is Rage. He’s so emo in this album. He
UHDOO\ZHQWDQGKXUWRXUIHHOLQJVOLNHWKDW+HGHÀQLWHO\VWD\HGXSDOO
QLJKWPDNLQJWKLVVRQJDQGE\$0KHZDVLQDGHHSGHSUHVVLYHVWDWH
DIWHUKDYLQJKDVKHGRXWDOOKLVSUREOHPV,W·VSHUIHFWIRU0DUFKPRRGLness.

6KDNHWKH)URVWE\7\OHU&KLOGHUV ,UHFRPPHQGWKHOLYH
version)
This song. Is literally devastating. And so beautiful. Tyler Childers
NQRZVORYHLQDOOLWVIDFHWVIRUEHWWHURUIRUZRUVH7KHOLYHYHUVLRQ
is just him and his guitar and it feels like he’s singing right to you.
0DUFKPD\VXFNEXWPD\EH\RXVKRXOGWHOOWKDWSHUVRQ\RXOLNHWKDW
\RXOLNHWKHPLQVWHDGRIK\SHUÀ[DWLQJRQLWXQWLO\RXUKHDGKXUWV"

2QH 5DLQ\ :LVK E\ -LPL +HQGUL[
)URPKLVDOEXP$[LV%ROG$V
/RYHZKLFKDOWHUHGVSDFHDQGWLPH
7KLVVRQJLVPDJLFDOOLNHDOOKLVPXVLF
EXWWKLVRQHZLOOWUDQVSRUW\RXVRPHwhere you didn’t know you needed to
go. It’s about the feeling of having a
YLYLGGUHDPDQGWKHQZDNLQJXSRQO\
WRUHDOL]HQRQHRILWZDVUHDO:K\JR
WRWKHUDS\ZKHQ\RXFDQOLVWHQWRWKLV
VRQJRQDÀYHKRXUORRS

Blood Bank by Bon Iver

From their 2009 EP Blood Bank.
7KLVVRQJZLOOFODZ\RXUKHDUWIURP
\RXUFKHVWVHWLWRQÀUHUXQLWWKURXJK
DEOHQGHUDQGWKHQWU\WRSDFNEDFN
LQDJDLQPLVVKDSHQDQGUHHOLQJ,W·V
/LVWRI3HRSOH 7R7U\$QG)RUJHW$ERXW E\7DPH,PSDOD
just about how love always seems to
2XFK.HYLQZKRKXUW\RX"7KLVVRQJLVDERXWWKDWRQHSHUVRQ RUSHRSOH FRPHDORQJDOODWRQFHDQGDWWKHZRUVW
times; it’s so strong but sometimes it
*RGIRUELG ZKRLW·VHDVLHUWRWU\DQGIRUJHWDERXWUDWKHUWKDQFRSHZLWKWKH
MXVWFDQ·WRYHUFRPHRXURZQLQWHUQDO
IHHOLQJRIWKHLUDEVHQFH,W·VVREHDXWLIXOO\FRPSRVHG&DQ·WOLHVRPHWLPHV,VWD\
FRQÁLFWV8QEHJRWWHQWUDJLFORYHLVVR
XSODWHDWQLJKWOLVWHQLQJWRWKLVDQGZRUNP\VHOILQWRDJXWZUHQFKLQJSLWRI
0DUFK
VDGQHVVMXVWWRIHHOVRPHWKLQJ,ZRXOGUHFRPPHQGLW·VYHU\FDWKDUWLF

6HQGWKH)LVKHUPDQE\&DDPS

Fearless by Pink Floyd

6RIWIRONVDG)URPWKHLU(3%R\V 6LGH% ZKLFKLVORYHO\E\WKHZD\DQG
\RXVKRXOGOLVWHQWRDOORILWLI\RXKDYHQ·WDOUHDG\,W·VDERXWKRZIULHQGVKLSV
From their 1971 album Meddle.
HQGXUHWKURXJKKDUGWLPHVDQGFROOHFWLYHWUDXPD,WIHHOVOLNHLWVKRXOGEHLQD 7KLVVRQJLVDSRHP,W·VVRPHKRZFU\SFRPLQJRIDJHPRYLHLW·OOKXUW\RXUIHHOLQJVEXWDOVROLIW\RXXSDOLWWOHELW"9HU\
WLFDQGSHUIHFWO\XQGHUVWDQGDEOHDOO
0DUFK
DWRQFH7KHSURJUHVVLRQVLQWKLVVRQJ

:HVW6LGH+LJKZD\E\$$35RFN\
)URP$W/RQJ/DVW$$3P\IDYRULWH$$35RFN\DOEXP,W·VDJRRGVRQJWR
drive to late at night when you’re feeling down or lost; the synths make it feel
OLNH\RX·UHVSHHGLQJDQGDOOWKHWDLOOLJKWVRQWKHFDUVDURXQG\RXDUHEOXUULQJ
together. It was also written on LSD so that makes a lot of sense. Ego-death is
inevitable.

are some of the best ever written. It’ll
PDNH\RXVWDUHH[LVWHQWLDOLVPLQWKH
IDFHIRUDIXOOVL[PLQXWHVDQGVHYHQ
VHFRQGV0DUFKLQGHHG
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Weekly Skylights: The Tripod Looks to the Clouds
JOEY CIFELLI ’23
A&E EDITOR
/HIW 7KLVLVDGHVFULSWLRQRIDEUDQGQHZPHGLFDOSURFHGXUHGHYHORSHG
E\VFLHQWLVWV$VVLVWLQJWKHVFLHQWLVWVLVDJURXSRIHQLJPDWLFLQYHQWRUV
VSHFLDOL]LQJLQKHDY\PHWDOV:KDWKDYHWKH\JRWWHQXSWRWKLVWLPH"
7KHSURFHGXUHRVWHQVLEO\EHJLQVZLWKDWHVWVXEMHFWWKRXJKWKLVKDV\HW
WREHFRQÀUPHGE\DJHQWVLQWKHÀHOG7KHVXEMHFWLVÀWKHDOWK\DQG
VXLWDEO\UHVSRQVLYHWRJRYHUQPHQWUHSURJUDPPLQJ7KUHHGD\VSULRUWR
WKHRSHUDWLRQWKH\DUHSXWRQDGLHWFRQVLVWLQJRIQRWKLQJEXWZDWHUDQG
QXWULHQWEORFNV7KHQRQWKHGD\RIWKHVXEMHFWLVZKHHOHGLQUHVWUDLQWV
WRWKHH[DPLQDWLRQURRP,WKDVEHHQQRWHGWKDWVXEMHFWVDWWKLVWLPH
RIWHQH[KLELWGLVWUHVVDVDUHVXOWRIWKHLUUHVWULFWHGGLHWDQGPRELOLW\
$WWKLVSRLQWWKHYHQHUDEOH'RFWRU(OL.XULNWDNHVRYHUDQGVKRZVWKH
VXEMHFWRIIWRDJURXSRIPLOLWDU\RIÀFLDOVDQGROLJDUFKVZKRZLOOIRUHYHU
UHPDLQQDPHOHVV8SRQWKHLUDSSURYDOWKHVXEMHFWLVSODFHGRQWKHRSHUDWLQJWDEOHDQGJLYHQDÀQDOVDQLWL]LQJULQVH7KH\DUHQRZUHDG\WREH
VWXFNZLWKWKHVFDOSHORISURJUHVV

March 10, 2022 6.1/10.

5LJKW 7KHSURFHGXUHDWLWVFRUHUHSODFHVUHGKXPDQ
EORRGZLWKDV\QWKHWLFEORRGFRQFRFWHGIURPIXWXULVWLFDOOR\VDQG
ELRWHFKQRORJ\'U.XULNDQGKLVWHDPGHFOLQHGWRJLYHDJHQWV
DFFHVVWRWKHLQJUHGLHQWVRIWKHQHZEORRG6XFKLQIRUPDWLRQLVDSSDUHQWO\FODVVLÀHGWKRXJKWKLVGLGQRWVWRSVDLGDJHQWVIURPEHLQJ
WUDFNHGGRZQDQGVODLQE\JRYHUQPHQWVWUHHWVZHHSHUVPHUHKRXUV
DIWHUWKHSURFHGXUH´,IRQO\WKHFXUUHQWDGPLQLVWUDWLRQFRXOGEHDV
UXWKOHVVO\HIÀFLHQWLQDOOLWVGHDOLQJVµVWDWHGRQHIDPLO\PHPEHU
of an erased agent. Said family member was subsequently erased
LQVLPLODUIDVKLRQ,QWKHRSHUDWLQJURRP'U.XULNDVVXUHVWKH
DXGLHQFHWKDWWKHVLOYHU\EORRGPL[WXUHLVSHUIHFWO\ELRFRPSDWLEOH
5DLVHGH\HEURZVDUHORZHUHGDQGKDQGVDUHSXWLQSRFNHWV7KH
VXEMHFWLVWKHQUHQGHUHGXQFRQVFLRXVYLDDQDPRUSKRXVFORXGRI
JDVDQGVWDEEHGZLWKDQHHGOHFRQQHFWHGWRDEORRGVXFNLQJDSSDratus.

March 11, 2022, Part 1. 7.7/10.

/HIW 7KHVWUDQJHPHFKDQLVPLQWKHFRUQHURIWKHURRPVZLIWO\
H[VDQJXLQDWHVWKHVXEMHFWZKRQRZOLHVRQWKHWDEOHOLNHDZDOQXW
1HZUHDGHUVPD\RQO\EHIDPLOLDUZLWKV\QWKHWLFZDOQXWVEXW
WUXHELRZDOQXWVZHUHRQFHNQRZQIRUWKHLUZULQNOHGVNLQVDQG
GU\VKHOOV7KHEORRGOHVVVXEMHFWDSSHDUVDVRQHRIWKHVHUHOLFV
IURPDQHUDVHGDJH%HIRUHWKHVXEMHFWWHUPLQDWHV'U.XULN·VXQQDPHGDVVLVWDQWSOXJVDWXEHLQWRWKHLUKHDUW7KHWXEHIDFLOLWDWHV
WUDQVIHURIWKHPDJLFEORRGLQWRWKHVXEMHFWIURPDYDWLQDQRWKHU
FRUQHURIWKHURRP7KLFNOXVWURXVEORRGGLVSHUVHVWKURXJKRXW
WKHERG\SOXPSLQJXSWKHÁHVKDQGWLQWLQJLWWKHFRORURISROLVKHG
VLOYHU$JHQWVUHSRUWUHOLHYHGIDFHVRQ'U.XULNDQGKLVWHDP5HFRUGVLQGLFDWHVXGGHQVXEMHFWYDSRUL]DWLRQDWWKLVVWHSLQSUHYLRXV
SURFHGXUHV

March 12, 2022, Part 1. 8.7/10.

5LJKW 2QFHWKHWUDQVIHULVFRPSOHWHWKHVXEMHFWLVURXVHG
YLDDWDSRQWKHVKRXOGHU7KHVXEMHFWDSSHDUVGURZV\DQGLV
XQDEOHWRPRYH'U.XULNGHFODUHVWKHSURFHGXUHDWRWDOVXFFHVV
$FFRUGLQJWRORFDOSURSDJDQGDWKHVXEMHFWLVQRZEOHVVHGZLWK
HQKDQFHGVWUHQJWKDQGGXUDELOLW\,QKRXVHFDOFXODWLRQVVKRZWKDW
WKHVXEMHFWLVWKHRUHWLFDOO\LPPXQHWREXOOHWVDVZHOOWKRXJKRQO\
ROGUHDGHUVZLOOUHFDOOVXFKFUXGHLPSOHPHQWV7KHSURFHGXUHZLOO
EHVFDOHGXSIRUPDVVSURGXFWLRQSHQGLQJIXUWKHUWULDOV6WROHQ
JRYHUQPHQWGRFXPHQWVLQGLFDWHSODQVWRHQWLUHO\UHEORRGWKHVHFUHWSROLFHDQHIIRUWZKLFKDJHQWVVD\ZRXOGPDNHQRUPDOKXPDQ
EORRGRQHRIWKHPRUHUDUHDQGYDOXDEOHÁXLGVRIRXUWLPH³XS
WKHUHZLWKZDWHU7KLVKDVEHHQDQRWKHUDSSURYHGJRYHUQPHQW
H[SHULPHQW/RQJOLYHWKHFXUUHQWDGPLQLVWUDWLRQDQGDVDOZD\V
do not look outside after dark.

March 12, 2022, Part 2. 7.8/10.

7RYLHZWKLVZHHN·VSKRWRVLQIXOOFRORUFKHFNRXWWKHGLJLWDOHGLWLRQRIWKH7ULSRGDWZZZWULQLW\WULSRGFRP
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Trinity Men’s Hockey Breezes Past Colby in Maine
but Falls Short to Babson in First Round of NCAA
BLYTHE HASTINGS ’23
SPORTS EDITOR
If you’re looking for a
story of nail-biting overtime thrillers, this isn’t
the one for you. The Trinity men’s ice hockey team
put their stamp on the
1(6&$& 1HZ (QJODQG
6PDOO &ROOHJH $WKOHWLF
Conference) hockey tournament by dominating
play and leaving no doubt
DVWRZKLFK1(6&$&WHDP
reigned supreme on the ice.
)URP WKH ÀUVW GURS RI
the puck, the Bantams
ÀHUFH SOD\ VHW WKH WRQH
for how this tournament
would play out. First, the
Trinity men opened up
against the number ten
seeded Connecticut ColOHJHLQDTXDUWHUÀQDOJDPH
RQ6XQGD\)HEUXDU\WK
It took 11 seconds into the
JDPHIRU7ULQLW\WRÀQGWKH
net, with a goal by senior
/XFDV 0LFKDXG $IWHU DQother long 11 second stint,
the next goal was scored
by Bantam sophomore Gerard Maretta. Just 22 seconds into the game Trinity
KHOG D  OHDG 7KH ÀUVW
period was completely
controlled and owned by
Trinity, with two more
goals coming from junior
3DXO 6HOOHFN DQG VHQLRU
Cole Poliziani, rocketing
the score to 4-0 in favor
of the Bantams. Time and
again, the Camels ran into
a brick wall as they tried
to attack the physical Trinity defense with no luck at
all. Trinity added one last
goal in the third period for

good measure, as senior
Lucas Michaud scored his
second goal of the game,
on a Bantam power play.
Furiously rolling off
a commanding 5-0 win
versus the Camels, the
Bantams were now set
to showcase yet another
dominating performance
against the number three
ranked Williams Ephs. In
WKLV VHPLÀQDO 1(6&$&
game, the Bantams faced
off against the Ephs in
:DWHUYLOOH 0DLQH RQ 6DWurday, March 5th. Trinity
DJDLQ IRXQG WKH QHW ÀUVW
and early into the game,
with a goal coming from senior Cole Poliziani seconds
after the one-minute mark
RI WKH ÀUVW SHULRG 2QO\
six minutes later, Trinity put another one away
IURP ÀUVW\HDU %DQWDP
Richard Boysen. Trinity’s
third goal came on a power
play, late into the second
period, netted by sophomore Devan Tongue. The
Bantams powerfully put
WKHQDLOLQWKHFRIÀQLQWKH
third period, with a fourth
DQGÀQDOJRDOFRPLQJRIWKH
stick of sophomore Kyle
Tomaso, on a feed from
MXQLRU 3DXO 6HOOHFN 2Q
the defensive end, sophomore goalie J.P. Mella
stood tall in net, recording
an impressive 21 saves in
his shutout performance.
Just one day later, the
Bantams took to the ice
LQ WKH 1(6&$& FKDPSLonship game versus the
number one seeded Colby
&ROOHJH 0XOHV RQ 6XQGD\

March 6th. Right from
WKH GURS RI ÀUVW IDFHRII LW
was apparent to all those
watching this championship game who the true
number one team was on
WKH LFH WKDW GD\ 6RSKRmore Gerard Maretta led
the offensive surge for the
Bantams netting two goals,
RQHLQWKHÀUVWDQGDQRWKer in the second period,
giving the Bantams a 2-0
OHDGRYHUWKH0XOHV6RSKomore Jax Murray then
opened the scoring just 33
seconds into the third period, on a Bantam power
play, giving Trinity a comfortable and commanding
OHDG&ROE\·V-DFN6XOlivan responded late into
the third period with ColE\·VÀUVWDQGRQO\JRDO5Hsponding to allowing the
only goal scored against
WKHP LQ WKH HQWLUH 1(6&$& WRXUQDPHQW 7ULQLW\
VHQLRU &RQQRU 6XQGTXLVW
struck back quickly with a
goal, giving the Bantam’s
a 4-1 lead and sealing the
deal for the Bants taking
KRPH WKH 1(6&$& WLWOH
6RSKRPRUHJRDOLH-30HOla showcased yet another
outstanding performance
for the Bantams, recording
 VDYHV 0HOOD ÀQLVKHG
WKH 1(6&$& WRXUQDPHQW
with two shoutouts and
only one goal allowed, as
he shut down Connecticut College, Williams,
and Colby, aided by sensational
performances
by the Bantam defense.
Fueled by an inspired
team effort, the talented

Trinity team stormed the
1(6&$&
7RXUQDPHQW
and proudly secured their
sixth
conference
title
in program history. In
the end, there was simply no doubt as to who
ZDV EHVW LQ WKH 1(6&$&
league, and that honor
again rests with the Trinity Bantams of Hartford.
$WWKHWLPHWKLVDUWLFOH
was published, the Men’s
Ice Hockey team had
been eliminated from the
1&$$ 'LYLVLRQ ,,, 0HQ·V
Ice Hockey Tournament
RQ6DWXUGD\0DU7KH
team was eliminated in the
ÀUVWURXQGE\%DEVRQ&ROOHJHDWWKH%DEVRQ6NDWLQJ
Center in Babson Park,
0DVVDFKXVHWWV 7KH ÀQDO
score was 3-0. Babson
ZLOODGYDQFHWRWKH1&$$
7RXUQDPHQW
4XDUWHUÀQDO RQ 6DWXUGD\ 0DU 
Before the match against
Trinity, Babson defeated
6NLGPRUH &ROOHJH LQ WKH
1(+& 7RXUQDPHQW )LQDO
ZLWK D ÀQDO VFRUH RI 

The 2021-20222 Men’s
Hockey Roster includes:
%HQQHW 2VWHUQ 'UDNH
:KHHOGRQ (ULF 6LQVRQ
.HYLQ 2·/HDU\ 7KHRGRUH
*ULIÀQ %HQ 3LNR -Dcob Borgida, Cole PolizLDQL 3DXO 6HOOHFN &DVH\
Rhodes, Devan Tongue,
$OH[DQGHU 0R]LDQ &RQQR
6XQGTXLVW 1LFKRODV 6LIfringer, Riley Patterson,
Jericho
Petkovich, Lucas Michad, John Campomenosi, Kyle Tomaso,
*HUDUG 0DUHWWD $QGUHZ
7UR\ 1HG %ODQFKDUG -DFRE 6PLWK 5LFKDUG %R\sen, Eamon Doheny, Jax
Murray, Patrick Pugilese,
J.P. Mella, and William
Bundy.
The coaching
staff for the academic year
includes: Matthew GreaVRQ  +HDG &RDFK  =DFK
%DGDODPHQWL  $VVLVWDQW
&RDFK 3DXO'DYLGVRQ $Vsistant Coach), Matt GedPDQ $VVLVWDQW &RDFK 
DQG /LVD$QQH )RVWHU
)DFXOW\VWDII
/LDVRQ 

%$17$0632576

This Week in Sports at Trincoll...
Women’s Tennis

Women’s Track
v. NCAA Division III Championships

11th, 14th

Women’s Lacrosse
v. Skidmore College

v. Bates College

W, 13-76

Men’s Baseball
L, 0-3

Men’s Track
v. NCAA Division III Champsionships 7th, 8th, 12th

Men’s Lacrosse
v. Bates College

W, 8-1

Men’s Lacrosse
W, 16-3

Men’s Hockey
v. Babson College

v. Smith College

W, 13-6

v. Montclair State University

W, 3-1

Women’s Lacrosse
v. Bates College

W, 19-5

Trinity College

Inside Sports:
Men’s Hockey:
NESCAC and NCAA
Championships

This Week in Sports News...

NHL: Tomas Hertl and the Colorado Avalanche
BLYTHE HASTINGS ’23
SPORTS EDITOR
With Tomas Hertl set
WR EHFRPH D 8)$ WKLV VXPPHU ERWK KH DQG WKH 6KDUNV
have a critical decision to
make about his future in
6DQ-RVH7KHFHQWHUORYHVLW
LQ 1RUWKHUQ &DOLIRUQLD EXW
his competitive nature means
the chance to win is a must.
:KLOH WKH 6KDUNV KDYH EHHQ
in rebuild for years now, they
have been surprisingly successful this season, and Hertl
is one of the chief reasons.
´$WRQHSRLQWLQWLPHKHZDV
carrying us,” said coach Bob
Boughner. “We had some guys
injured for an Eastern road
WULS DQG KH MXVW FDXJKW ÀUH
He was a little slow out of the
gate, but he’s like that. When
he starts getting bounces and
the puck is going in, he goes
on serious runs. We needed
that, and he carried us for a
month-and-a-half, along with
Timo Meier.” What is impressive about Hertl is how his
game has evolved over the
years. He broke in as a scoring
winger but has transformed
into a punishing center who
is now counted on to kill penalties, win faceoffs and play
in crucial situations on top

of putting the puck in the
net. “The one thing that has
grown in his game is his details,” Boughner said. “Playing against top lines and not
only providing offense but being able to shut down the other team’s top line or protect a
lead. It’s also his level of leadership and maturity. Tommy
was a young kid that always
loved the game and came in
with a smile, just a nice guy.
1RZ KH KDV GHYHORSHG LQWR
a man, a really vocal guy
in the room who says what
needs to be said and helps
the young guys in the room.
He has evolved into a leader.”
7KH 6KDUNV GHVHUYH FUHGLW
for that success. When Hertl
FDPH RYHU WR 1RUWK $PHULFD
for the 2013-14 campaign,
WKH6KDUNVKDGKLPOLYHZLWK
a billet family to help him adjust to the culture and an entirely new language. “If I had
been alone in an apartment,
I probably would have just
watched movies in Czech,”
Hertl said. “Instead, I was in
a family that cooked for me
and watched TV shows with
me in English. It helped me
keep trying and helped me focus on hockey because I didn’t
have to think about anything
HOVH,WZDVDJUHDWÀUVW\HDU

for me.” Watching The Big
Bang Theory – a show he
has now watched all the way
through three times – helped
Hertl learn English, but his
hockey education came at the
rink. “I was lucky,” he said.
´0\ ÀUVW \HDU , SOD\HG ZLWK
¶-XPER· -RH 7KRUQWRQ  DQG
Brent Burns, which made
hockey easier. Martin Havlat really helped because he
was Czech, and I didn’t speak
English. He could translate
and was always there for me.
When I hurt my knee, my
girlfriend stayed over at his
house, which was really cool.”
Hertl also found someone to
show him the ropes off the
ice in Tommy Wingels. The
two became fast friends, and
Wingels drove Hertl around
and hung out with him on the
road. By Hertl’s second year,
they were as close as “peas
and carrots,” as Wingels used
to say, and Hertl has never
forgotten their friendship.
7KLVSDVWIDOOWKH\EULHÁ\JRW
to reunite in Chicago during
WKH 1+/·V PHGLD WRXU ZKHQ
+HUWO ZDV LQ WRZQ :LQJHOV
an Illinois native, spent his
ODVWWZRSURVHDVRQVLQ6ZLW]HUODQG ÀQLVKLQJ LQ  
The big question now is if
+HUWOZLOOUHPDLQLQ6DQ-RVH

for the near future. Playoff
hopes had dimmed, but were
not entirely extinguished,
as the stretch drive neared,
and it was only prudent for
outsiders to wonder if the
6KDUNVZRXOGWUDGH+HUWOIRU
a massive return at the deadline. Big two-way centers who
are still in their 20s aren’t
the kinds of players who pop
up on the market that often,
DQGWKH6KDUNVGRULVNORVLQJ
Hertl for no return if they wait
and he walks in the summer.
7KH &RORUDGR $YDODQFKH
are bolstering their goalie
GHSWK 7KH$YDODQFKHFDSSHG
off a busy day of news on
6DWXUGD\ZLWKDNH\VLJQLQJ
agreeing to terms with goaltender Pavel Francouz on a
two-year contract extension
worth an average annual
value of $2 million. The deal,
which ties Francouz to Colorado through the 2023-24
season, is identical to his last
GHDO ZLWK WKH $YDODQFKH DV
the 31-year-old signed for two
years at $2 million per season
back in February of 2020, as
ZHOO :LWK WKH $YDODQFKH LQ
win-now mode and current
starter Darcy Kuemper set
to hit free agency at year’s
end, locking in Francouz for
a reasonable price without

too much commitment is
some tidy business for Joe
6DNLF )UDQFRX]LVRQO\LQKLV
VHFRQGIXOOVHDVRQRI1+/DFtion at the moment, but the
Czechia-native has performed
quite admirably throughout
his limited service time, earnLQJ D  VDYH SHUFHQWDJH
through 14 appearances so
far this season, along with
DQ LPSUHVVLYH  LQ  DSSHDUDQFHVLQ +HDOWK
has always been the question
mark with Francouz, as he’s
missed extended periods of
time in both of his big-league
seasons, including the entire
2021 campaign. But when
he’s on the ice, the goalie can
stop pucks, plain and simple.
Coyotes defenseman JaNRE &K\FKUXQ OHIW $UL]RQD·V
JDPH RQ 6DWXUGD\ DJDLQVW
Boston after suffering an
XSSHUERG\ LQMXU\ $ VHFond-period hit from Boston’s
Derek Forbort was what took
Chychrun out of the remainGHU RI WKH JDPH 1R WLPHOLQH
for a return has been made
clear. Chychrun had been
playing well as of late with
10 points in his last seven
games. Chychrun is considered to be a top trade trade
target so teams will be monitoring his development.

Premier League: Ronaldo Breaks Another Record

FDPH DIWHU )UHG ÁLFNHG WKH
ball on into his path before
Cristiano Ronaldo scored he took a touch and then hit a
WKH WK KDWWULFN RI KLV curler past goalkeeper Hugo
club career and became the Lloris, blasting into the top
second-oldest player in Pre- corner at the far post. You
mier League history. With could argue Eric Dier was at
 JRDOV &ULVWLDQR 5RQDO- IDXOW IRU 5RQDOGR·V ÀUVW JRDO
do has plastered his name of the night, you cannot allow
in the record books as pro- any player that much space
fessional football’s all-time to shoot from distance, let
leading
scorer
surpass- alone if that player is CrisLQJ $XVWUR&]HFK -RVHI %L- tiano Ronaldo. But as much
can. Ronaldo, who scored the DV 6SXUV ZLOO DQDO\]H LW DQG
opener for Manchester Unit- look at how poor they were
ed against Tottenham in the defensively, you still need in3UHPLHU/HDJXHRQ6DWXUGD\ credible skill and technique
found the net in the 12th to be able to do what he did
minute to register his 805th DQGÀQGWKHWRSFRUQHUIURP
career goal. Ronaldo’s strike WKHUH7KH\HDUROG3RUWX-
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guese striker drew level with
Bican for most combined
goals in a playing career.
Ronaldo added his second of
WKHQLJKWIURPD-DGRQ6DQcho pass in the 38’th minute
to record his 806th goal and
FOLPE WR WKH WRS RI WKH RIÀcial all-time goalscoring list.
His second goal was nowhere
near as spectacular but you
can bet it gave him just as
much satisfaction. He enjoys
scoring from three yards just
as much as he does from 30.
It was a causal tap-in but
he was in the right place to
put it away from three or
four yards out because of
his soccer intelligence, his

positional play and his understanding of the game
gets him in there. However,
the Red Devils did squanGHU WKH OHDG ZKHQ 6SXUV KLW
back with two goals to level
it at 2-2. United retook the
lead when Ronaldo headed
home from a corner in the
81st minute to complete a
memorable hat-trick. Ronaldo has now scored a hat-trick
at club level in each of the
last 13 calendar years. It was
WKH WK KDWWULFN RI 5RQDOGR·V FDUHHU DQG KLV ÀUVW IRU
WKH 2OG 7UDIIRUG VLGH VLQFH
IROORZLQJKLVUHWXUQ$IWHUEHDWLQJ6SXUVDWWKH2OG
Trafford, Manchester United

has now won exactly 400 Premier League home games,
EHFRPLQJ WKH ÀUVW WHDP WR
reach that milestone in the
competition. 23 of those wins
have been against Tottenham, also more than any side
has beaten another at home
in the Premier League. This
moves United two points
DERYH$UVHQDO DQG EDFN LQWR
fourth place. United has a lot
of work to do to get a top-four
ÀQLVKIURPKHUHEXWLIWKH\GR
miss out then there is no way
the soccer world will blame it
on Ronaldo. They would not
be in a position to challenge
for the Champions League
places if it wasn’t for him.

Coming Up for Bantam Sports:
Wed.

Women’s Swim at NCAA Division III
Championships
Men’s Tennis v. Wesleyan University @
4 p.m.

Sat.

Women’s Lacrosse at Middlebury College
@ 12 p.m.
Men’s Lacrosse v. Middlebury College @
632576,//8675$7('
1 p.m.
2UDO5REHUWV8QLYHUVLW\VKRZVXSQRUDQNHG2KLR6WDWH
8QLYHUVLW\LQDQXSVHWJDPHRQ)ULGD\0DU

